Value of dual-energy CT enterography in the analysis of pathological bowel segments in patients with Crohn's disease.
To analyze whether there are significant differences in the objective quantitative parameters obtained in the postprocessing of dual-energy CT enterography studies between bowel segments with radiologic signs of Crohn's disease and radiologically normal segments. This retrospective study analyzed 33 patients (16 men and 17 women; mean age 54 years) with known Crohn's disease who underwent CT enterography on a dual-energy scanner with oral sorbitol and intravenous contrast material in the portal phase. Images obtained with dual energy were postprocessed to obtain color maps (iodine maps). For each patient, regions of interest were traced on these color maps and the density of iodine (mg/ml) and the fat fraction (%) were calculated for the wall of a pathologic bowel segment with radiologic signs of Crohn's disease and for the wall of a healthy bowel segment; the differences in these parameters between the two segments were analyzed. The density of iodine was lower in the radiologically normal segments than in the pathologic segments [1.8 ± 0.4mg/ml vs. 3.7 ± 0.9mg/ml; p<0.05]. The fat fraction was higher in the radiologically normal segments than in the pathologic segments [32.42% ± 6.5 vs. 22.23% ± 9.4; p<0.05]. There are significant differences in the iodine density and fat fraction between bowel segments with radiologic signs of Crohn's disease and radiologically normal segments.